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American Sign Language (ASL) has a morpho-phonological phenomenon of intensifying the meanings of adjectives (i.e., expressing ‘very’ as in ‘very good’) by changing the form of the adjective itself. Through fieldwork, this project aims to both provide statistical support for earlier descriptions of this process and revisit some of the open questions.

Previous literature has identified a number of formational properties involved in intensification, including longer duration of an initial hold and presence of a (longer) final hold, enlargement or addition of a movement path, and nonmanual components (Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Padden, 1988; Brentari, 1998; Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006; Wilbur, Malaia, & Shay, 2012). However, it is unclear whether all of these changes apply uniformly to signs, which themselves vary in terms of their phonological properties. For example, signs can have a path movement, produced by the shoulder or elbow joints and causing a change in the place of articulation; a local movement, produced by the wrist or finger joints and causing a change in the orientation or configuration of the hand(s); or both. It is then worth reexamining how modification of movement applies to path and local movements.

This study considers a total of 99 adjectives in ASL. For each adjective, a female nonnative fluent Deaf signer from Canada was asked to sign a pair of sentences in the form of, for example, BOOK GOOD ‘The book is good,’ with the adjective non-intensified in the first sentence and intensified in the second. Video recordings of each production were coded for their phonological properties, including duration, type of movement, size of the movement path, and joint(s) involved in each movement, as applicable.

The results provide statistical support for lengthening of initial and final holds. A paired t-test shows that duration of the initial hold is significantly longer under intensification in both signs with a path movement \([t(71)=5.16; \ p=2.169\times10^{-6}]\) and those with only a local movement \([t(26)=4.55; \ p=0.0001]\). The same is true of the final hold in both signs with \([t(71)=4.10; \ p=0.0001]\) and without \([t(26)=3.27; \ p=0.0030]\) a path movement. At the same time, duration of movement, whether path \([t(71)=6.12; \ p=4.7\times10^{-8}]\) or local \([t(26)=3.07; \ p=0.0049]\), is also significantly longer under intensification. The tendency for enlargement of the movement path in signs with a path movement is also supported (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of the movement path</th>
<th>Smaller</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Larger</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Size of the movement path in intensified forms as compared to non-intensified forms

Possibly correlated with the larger movement path is articulation of the movement by a more proximal joint (e.g., the shoulder as compared to the elbow), which is observed in 14% of signs with a path movement and 26% of signs with only a local movement. Moreover, intensified forms are often accompanied by head and/or torso movements that are rhythmically aligned with path (32%) and local (41%) movements, as previously observed for stress marking (Wilbur & Schick, 1987). Both of these changes can be analyzed as “proximalization” or “phonetic enhancement” through spreading of movement to another feature node in Brentari’s Prosodic Model (1998, p.134), which locates nonmanual properties in the most proximal node.

As suggested above, the data have implications for morpho-phonological status and representation of the formational properties involved. For example, given that the duration and size of a path movement are both increased under intensification, are they both markers of intensification, or is one merely a phonetic consequence of the other? With the variety of changes involved and targets affected, can intensification still be represented as a morphological operation? Such questions will be considered in this presentation.
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1. Signed Languages

Signed languages are natural human languages used by deaf people throughout the world as their native or primary language. Although there has been no formal survey of the world’s signed languages, linguists generally assume that they number in the hundreds. Modal strength in ASL is formally related to other types of intensification, such as intensity of color. Second, the way that intensification is expressed in ASL is by phonetic variations in gestural strength, that is, by changes in the strength of a sign’s movement. Lexical borrowing in American Sign Language. Silver Spring, MD: Linkstok Press. Bolinger, D. (1986).


American Sign Language is tied to the Deaf Community. We use our language in a certain way. That “certain way” is what constitutes ASL grammar. American Sign Language has its own grammar system, separate from that of English. What this means is ASL grammar has its own rules for phonology, morphology, syntax, and pragmatics. ASL Word Order. The word, MY, is an attributive adjective. B. Non-topicalized. 1. I met your mom yesterday! American Sign Language is becoming more popular, but it’s still marred by misconceptions. Here’s a guide to what ASL is, how it was made and why the birth of sign languages is such a cool phenomenon. The language is experiencing an upswing of popularity right now, however, and it’s the fourth most-studied language in American universities, behind only French, Spanish and German. Yet, there is an almost complete lack of information about how many people speak the language. A 2005 paper showed estimates that ranged from 100,000 people to 15 million. It’s now over a decade later, but there is still no accurate census of this population. American Sign Language or ASL (aka Ameslan) is a natural language that is used by many Deaf (being a part of the Deaf culture) and deaf (being physically deaf without necessarily adapting to the Deaf culture) people not only in the United States of America, but some parts of Canada as well. Other people who may use ASL may include people with speech disorders such as people with an Autistic Spectrum Disorder, people with hearing difficulties, people with mental illness that prohibit their ability to